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Date:    customer:      

Project:        

type:     Qty:     

KU__________- _____- _____ - ________- ________- ______

kreon wabi pillar1 cct cri  dimming mounting options intended 
voltage

WAP300
wabi pillar 300    

WAP600
wabi pillar 600                
   

27
2700K

30 
3000K

90
90+ min CRI

D1
Triac Phase Dim (10%); 120VAC only 

D2
0-10V dim (10%); 120/277VAC 

D2LD
0-10V Dimming (1%); 120/277VAC 

D4
EldoLED 0-10V dim to dark (0%); 
120/277VAC

CA
concrete anchor

FA
floor anchor

120 – 120VAC

277 – 277VAC

Ordering Example:  KUWAP300-30-90-D2-FA-120

1 IP64 Rated

Wabi Pillar 300 Wabi Pillar 600

kreon wabi pillar is a bollard for paths, walkways and egress areas leading to and from buildings. the black 
rectangular volume is fitted with a high-efficiency asymmetrical down-faced leD optic for illuminating the 
ground surface.

the front and back of the luminaire are made of impact-resistant, thermal toughend black glass set in a black 
powdercoated metal housing.

Ground pins and concrete anchors ensure a firm installation in any type of ground.
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industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002415

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplierindustrieweg noord 1152

3660 Oudsbergen (BE)
revision date: 29/4/2022
KR8000002578

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/4kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. light source information

2. anchor

technics & dimensions

�    installation manual

W

L

For the installation of the concrete anchor,
please see installation manual KR8000002414

For the installation of the flooring anchor,
please see installation manual KR8000002415

In case of a self provided anchorage,
please use the following hole pattern,
or copy from the template

D

Advised cable lenght: ± 12 cm 

the light source contained in this luminaire 
shall only be replaced by the manufacturer 
or his service agent or a similar qualified 
person.

light source containing product

the gear contained in this luminaire shall 
only be replaced by the manufacturer or his 
service agent or a similar qualified person

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

gear containing product

name

Wabi pillar 300 gear incl
Wabi pillar 600 gear incl
Wabi pillar 900 gear incl

voltage VAC frequency led 
current

LxWxDreference

KR943062-XXXX-SW

KR943162-XXXX-SW

KR943262-XXXX-SW

220-240V
220-240V
220-240V

0/50-60Hz
0/50-60Hz
0/50-60Hz

355x85x62
655x85x62
955x85x62

700mA
700mA
700mA

0.01A
0.01A
0.01A

nom. input
current driver

max. power power
factor

4W
4W
4W

0.95
0.95
0.95

l W D h

Floor Anchor 2 7/16" 
(62mm)

3 1/8" 
(80mm)

3/16" 
(5mm)
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1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
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sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002415
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sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002415

www.kreon.com
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sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002415

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar flooring anchor

LxW Dreference
W D

L

Use the anchor as a template for the hole pattern

Provide the correct cabling

Drill 3 holes through the flooring, minimum Ø 12mm Place the anchor underneath the flooring

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 62x80 5

Hold the anchor in place during installation,
if necessary, kit the anchor in place.

Result

Floor anchor

concrete anchor

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplier

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplier
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3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplier
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3660 Oudsbergen (BE)
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KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
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sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplier

industrieweg noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen (BE)

revision date: 1/02/2021
KR8000002414

www.kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

sheet 1/1kreon nv tel +32 89 81 97 80

1. installation

2. installation

technics & dimensions

    installation manual

name

Wabi pillar concrete anchor

LxW D Hreference
W D

L

20
0

H

Make a square hole with following dimensions, 
or similar volume and provide the correct cabling.

Remove positioning plate

Create a plate, not delivered by Kreon, to 
keep the anchor in position during casting
of the concrete

Place the assembly in the hole, pull the 
cable through the opening and make sure 
the plate is leveled.

Result

Please make sure the main voltage
is disconnected before proceeding!

KR743740 205 x 80 62 190

Cast the concrete, and leave to harden according
to the specifications of the supplier

6" (150mm)6" (150mm)

7 7/8" 
(200mm)
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LED WARRANTY
5YEAR

14"
(356mm) 12"

(300mm)

3 1/4"
(84mm)

2 1/2"
(62mm)

3 1/4"
(84mm)

2 1/2"
(62mm)

23 5/8"
(600mm)

26"
(656mm)

Wabi Pillar 300 Wabi Pillar 600

Photometry

Wabi Pillar

Delivered Lumens: 274lm
CCT: 3000k
CRI: 90+
Power: 4W
Efficiency: 68.50lm/W

IES FLOOD REPORT
PHOTOMETRIC FILENAME : WABI-PILLAR-BLACK-4W-CRI90-3000K-KR943X63.LDT

AXIAL CANDELA DISPLAY
 

143

287

430

574

HV

Maximum Candela = 573.615   Located At Horizontal Angle = 11, Vertical Angle = 19.5
H - Horizontal Axial Candela
V - Vertical Axial Candela

Photometric Toolbox Professional Edition - Copyright 2002-2011 by Lighting Analysts, Inc.
Calculations based on published IES Methods and recommendations, values rounded for display purposes.
Results derived from content of manufacturers photometric file.
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